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Toward partile-level �ltering of individual ollisionevents at the Large Hadron Collider and beyondFederio ColehiaBrunel University, Kingston Lane, Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 3PH, UNITED KINGDOME-mail: federio.olehia�brunel.a.ukAbstrat. Low-energy strong interations are a major soure of bakground at hadronolliders, and methods of subtrating the assoiated energy �ow are well established in the�eld. Traditional approahes treat the ontamination as di�use, and estimate bakgroundenergy levels either by averaging over large data sets or by restriting to given kinemati regionsinside individual ollision events. On the other hand, more reent tehniques take into aountthe disrete nature of bakground, most notably by exploiting the presene of substrutureinside hard jets, i.e. inside olletions of partiles originating from sattered hard quarks andgluons. However, none of the existing methods subtrat bakground at the level of individualpartiles inside events. We illustrate the use of an algorithm that will allow partile-by-partilebakground disrimination at the Large Hadron Collider, and we envisage this as the basis for anovel event �ltering proedure upstream of the o�ial reonstrution hains. Our hope is thatthis new tehnique will improve physis analysis when used in ombination with state-of-the-artalgorithms in high-luminosity hadron ollider environments.1. IntrodutionStrong interations desribed by Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD) play a major role at hadronollider experiments suh as those at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, where thehighest-energy proton beams available worldwide are ollided. The higher event multipliitiesand bakground rates as ompared to previous experiments have an impat on physis analysis,and plae even stronger requirements on bakground subtration than they did in the past.In partiular, the energy �ow assoiated with soft, i.e. low-energy, QCD interations is animportant bakground at the LHC. Pileup, i.e. partiles originating from proton-proton ollisionsthat are not the one of interest but that nonetheless ontribute to the same triggered event, is anissue to a number of LHC analyses, and its impat is going to beome more and more relevantas the instantaneous luminosity of the aelerator is inreased.The high pileup rates that are foreseen at upgraded LHC senarios an signi�antly a�etsearhes for new heavy partiles in �nal states ontaining missing transverse momentum, /pT
1,as well as the analysis of hannels ontaining hard jets, i.e. olletions of partiles originatingfrom sattered hard quarks and gluons. In fat, jet energy orretion has a diret impat on thequality of the reonstruted jet objets that are ultimately used for analysis (see e.g. [1, 2℄).In addition to pileup, when a hard parton sattering from a proton-proton ollision takes plae,additional partiles are also produed by the Underlying Event, i.e. by interations between the

1 Missing transverse momentum, /p
T
, is the observed momentum imbalane inside an event measured on a planeperpendiular to the beam diretion.
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proton beam remnants and by multiple parton interations. Moreover, partiles an generateadditional energy �ow in the form of initial-state radiation prior to the hard sattering. All ofthese e�ets an have a notable impat on physis analysis and are arefully taken into aountat the experiments during reonstrution and alibration.2. The state of the artMethods of subtrating soft QCD bakground assoiated with pileup and Underlying Eventat hadron olliders are well established. Traditional tehniques treat the ontamination asdi�use, and estimate a bakground momentum ontribution that is then subtrated from thetotal momentum of the hard jets of interest. Some of these methods rely on high-statistissamples, e.g. Minimum Bias, dijet, and Drell-Yan data (see e.g. [2℄). Given the way thesemethods work, the estimated bakground energy ontribution is typially averaged over manyevents, and event-to-event bakground �utuations are therefore negleted.Following the introdution of the notion of jet area [3℄, whih provides a measure of thesuseptibility of reonstruted jets to soft QCD energy �ow, the fous has shifted toward event-by-event estimation of the bakground momentum density. With jet area-based methods, thequantity that is subtrated from the total momentum of the hard jets is proportional to anevent-level estimate of the bakground momentum density as well as to the area of the jet ofinterest. This takes into aount possible event-to-event variations of the soft QCD energy �ow.However, sine the estimated momentum density is typially averaged over all pileup jets in theevent, this approah still neglets bakground �utuations inside individual events. Nonetheless,the amount of soft QCD ontamination an be di�erent in di�erent jets, both due to the quantumnature of the underlying physis and beause of statistial �utuations. Subtrating bakgroundin a kinematis-dependent way an partially address this issue, although jet area-based methodswere ultimately not developed to desribe suh e�ets.A more reent approah exploits the presene of substruture inside jets. Jet groomingtehniques are being used at the LHC to rejet soft QCD ontamination inside jets [4, 5, 6℄.As opposed to treating the low-energy bakground as di�use, these methods exploit the preseneof substruture that is often assoiated with the hierarhial omposition of the jets. Suhmethods have proven partiularly useful, espeially in ombination with jet-vertex assoiationtehniques that map individual trak jets to putative primary interation verties.3. A andidate new approahDespite the wealth of tehniques available and the e�etiveness they have so far demonstrated,none of the existing methods use information at the �nest-grained level, i.e. at the level ofindividual partiles inside events. We elaborate on the possibility to use our algorithm [7, 8℄ toimplement a novel event �ltering proedure to rejet soft QCD bakground from individual LHCevents partile by partile. We suggest that individual partiles inside events an be mapped toa signal hard sattering as opposed to soft QCD bakground on a probabilisti basis, therebytaking into aount the e�et of �utuations on the shapes of partile-level probability densityfuntions (PDFs). This an be partiularly useful with referene to neutral partiles, whih ingeneral annot be easily assoiated with the primary interation vertex.4. The algorithmWe reently presented a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm that makes it possible to assignindividual partiles inside events a probability for them to originate from a hard parton satteringas opposed to soft QCD interations. We showed results on Monte Carlo data sets omprising atotal number of partiles in the range ∼ 1300 ÷ 1600, orresponding to gg → tt̄ at √s = 14 TeVsuperimposed with Minimum Bias. Our algorithm makes it possible to estimate the e�et of�utuations on the shapes of signal and bakground PDFs at the partile level. We are here
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disussing the possibility to use it to implement a partile-level �ltering proedure for individualLHC events upstream of the o�ial reonstrution hains.The algorithm proesses a given olletion of partiles that is assumed to be a mixtureomprising partiles originating from a signal hard sattering as well as of partiles assoiatedwith soft QCD bakground. It samples iteratively from a bayesian posterior PDF that enodesinformation as to whih partiles are more likely to originate from either proess, disriminatingbased on signal and bakground partile-level kinematis. In partiular, with referene toindividual partile pseudorapidity2, η, the distribution of partiles originating from a hard quarkor gluon sattering is typially more biased toward zero, i.e. the orresponding partiles are more�entral� in the detetor as ompared to partiles assoiated with soft QCD interations.The statistial model is a onvex ombination of partile-level PDFs orresponding to the hardsattering and to soft QCD bakground: α0f0(η, pT ) + α1f1(η, pT ). The quantity α0 (α1) is thefration of bakground (signal) partiles, and f0 (f1) is the bakground (signal) PDF. In pratie,in the study desribed in [7℄, most of the disrimination power omes from the η distributions.The PDFs fj are estimated by regularizing η histograms based on spline interpolation of thebin ontents. This provides the statistial model with the �exibility required to desribe generideviations of the PDF shapes from those of the the orresponding ontrol sample templates dueto �utuations. The symbol ϕj will be used throughout to refer to suh estimates of the PDFs
fj. The pseudoode is given below, v(t) referring to the value of variable v at iteration t.(i) Initialization: Set α(0) = {α(0)

j }j , j = 0, 1, and obtain estimates ϕ
(0)
j of the subpopulationPDFs fj by regularizing the orresponding distributions from a high-statistis ontrolsample.(ii) Iteration t:(a) Generate the �alloation variables" z

(t)
ij , for all partiles i = 1, ...,N , and

j = 0, 1, based on the onditional probabilities P (z
(t)
ij = 1|α(t−1)

j , ϕ
(0)
j , xi) =

α
(t−1)
j ϕ

(0)
j (xi)/(α

(t−1)
0 ϕ

(0)
0 (xi) + α

(t−1)
1 ϕ

(0)
1 (xi)). The quantity z

(t)
ij equals 1 whenobservation i is mapped to distribution j at iteration t, and 0 otherwise.(b) Map individual partiles to signal or bakground based on zij , and set α

(t)
0 (α(t)

1 ) to thefration of partiles mapped to bakground (signal) at iteration t − 1.As desribed in [7℄, the algorithm was inspired by the Gibbs sampler [9℄, and its developmentwas in�uened by a number of statistial tehniques inluding Expetation Maximization [10℄,Multiple Imputation [11℄, and Data Augmentation [12℄.As antiipated, a remarkable feature of this method relates to the possibility of estimatingthe e�et of �utuations on the shapes of PDFs that orrespond to partiles originating froma signal hard parton sattering as opposed to low-energy QCD bakground. The shapes of thepartile-level signal and bakground PDFs in a given data set an in fat di�er notably fromthose of the orresponding templates obtained from high-statistis ontrol samples, where thee�et of �utuations on the PDF shapes is normally averaged out. As expeted, the deviation ofthe atual PDF shapes from the shapes of the orresponding ontrol sample templates in generalbeomes more and more notable as the number of partiles in the input data set is redued.The algorithm estimates the shapes of the PDFs orresponding to partiles assoiated with asignal hard parton sattering as opposed to soft QCD bakground. This is done by iterativelymapping partiles to signal or bakground using the data to re�ne initial onditions obtained fromthe ontrol samples. The e�et of �utuations on the PDF shapes is enoded in the stationarydistribution of the Markov Chain, the existene and uniqueness of whih is disussed in [7, 8℄.
2 Partile pseudorapidity, η, is a kinemati variable that is related to the partile polar angle, θ, in the laboratoryframe, and whih is given by η = − log(tan(θ/2)).
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(d) (e)Figure 1: (a) Monte Carlo true signal partile η PDF (points), superimposed with theorresponding ontrol sample template (urve) [7℄. The plot highlights the e�et of �utuationson the true PDF shape, χ2/ndof = 38.9. (b) Ratio between ontrol sample and true PDForresponding to (a). () The same true distribution (points) superimposed with the PDFestimated by the algorithm (urve), χ2/ndof = 0.98. (d) Ratio between estimated and truePDF orresponding to (). (e) Relative di�erene between estimated and ontrol sample PDF.For the sake of illustration, the vertial band represents a hypothetial jet around η = −2.Figure 1 (a) displays the true η distribution of partiles from Monte Carlo gg → tt̄ normalizedto unit area (points), superimposed with the PDF template obtained from a high-statistis ontrolsample (urve) [7℄. The �gure shows how the true distribution deviates from the ontrol sampletemplate due to the presene of �utuations in the data. Figure 1 () shows the same truedistribution (points) superimposed with the PDF estimated using the algorithm (urve). Theagreement with the true distribution is remarkably improved, orresponding to χ2/ndof = 0.98as opposed to χ2/ndof = 38.9 from �gure 1 (a). The orresponding ratios are given in �gures 1(b) and (d).Sine the data set used in [7℄ omprises a number of partiles that is in line with typial LHCevent multipliities, it makes sense to use those results to illustrate the antiipated performaneof the algorithm on individual LHC events. Figure 1 (e) shows the di�erene between the signal
η PDF estimated by the algorithm and the ontrol sample template, normalized to the latter.The vertial band orresponds to a hypothetial jet around η = −2. Given that the relativedi�erene between the atual PDF and the ontrol sample template an be as high as 20% inthat interval of η, if one were to map individual partiles inside suh a hypothetial jet to signal orbakground using the ontrol sample PDF, i.e. negleting the e�et of �utuations, the numberof signal partiles inside the jet would be underestimated by as muh as 20%. For this reason,this tehnique an also be used to obtain preise estimates of the fration of soft QCD partilesinside individual jets, thereby taking into aount the e�et of �utuations at the partile level.Finally, with regard to exeution time, the algorithm proessed the Monte Carlo data setsused in [7℄ in ∼ 20 s on a 2 GHz Intel Proessor with 1 GB RAM without any optimization. Weonsider suh performane reasonable for o�ine use.5. OutlookOur hope is that this new approah will omplement existing tehniques for subtration of low-energy QCD bakground at hadron olliders. In fat, sine it is based on a di�erent prinipleand it works in a di�erent way as ompared to state-of-the-art tehniques, we expet it to
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further improve physis analysis in high-luminosity hadron ollider environments when used inombination with existing methods. We antiipate that partile-level event �ltering will providea more signi�ant ontribution as pileup rates and average event multipliities inrease, e.g. toimprove jet mass and /pT
resolution, depending on the analysis. We also expet that the abilityto rejet soft QCD ontamination partile-by-partile thereby taking into aount the e�et of�utuations on the PDF shapes inside individual events will ontribute to improve bakgroundsubtration inside fat jets from deays of possible new heavy partiles.6. ConlusionsWe have disussed the potential of our algorithm [7℄ to implement a novel partile-by-partile�ltering proedure for individual events at hadron ollider experiments, whih we envisage asa possible new data proessing stage upstream of the existing reonstrution and alibrationhains. One entral aspet is the possibility to map individual partiles to a hard sattering asopposed to low-energy QCD bakground, thereby taking into aount the e�et of partile-level�utuations on the shapes of signal and bakground PDFs inside individual events.We have shown that, if one is to map individual partiles inside events to a hard partonsattering as opposed to soft QCD interations, using PDFs obtained from independent high-statistis ontrol samples does not take into aount the e�et of �utuations, and an lead to ashift in the estimated number of signal partiles as high as 20%. On the other hand, the partile-level PDFs estimated using our algorithm were found to be in remarkable agreement with thetrue distributions on the Monte Carlo data sets analyzed in [7℄. This method an therefore alsoprodue preise estimates of the fration of soft QCD partiles inside individual jets.Our hope is that this approah will improve the resolution of jet observables in high-luminosityenvironments when used in ombination with state-of-the-art tehniques suh as jet groomingalgorithms, e.g. with referene to the mass of fat jets from boosted deays of possible new heavypartiles. More generally, it is our opinion that partile-by-partile �ltering of individual eventsbased on high-preision partile-level PDFs has the potential to beome a useful ingredient ofphysis analysis at future high-luminosity hadron ollider experiments.7. AknowledgmentsThe author wishes to thank the High Energy Physis Group at Brunel University for a stimulatingenvironment, and partiularly Prof. Akram Khan and Prof. Peter Hobson. Partiular gratitudealso goes to the High Energy Physis Group at University College London, espeially to Prof.Jonathan Butterworth for his preious omments. The author also wishes to thank Prof. TrevorSweeting at the UCL Department of Statistial Siene, as well as Dr. Alexandros Beskos atthe same department for fruitful disussions. Finally, partiular gratitude goes to Prof. CarstenPeterson and to Prof. Leif Lönnblad at the Department of Theoretial Physis, Lund University.Referenes[1℄ Nayak A K (for the CMS Collaboration) 2013 CMS CR-2013/019[2℄ The CMS Collaboration 2010 CMS PAS JME-10-003[3℄ Caiari M and Salam G P 2008 Phys Lett B 659:119-26[4℄ Butterworth J M, Davison A R, Rubin M and Salam G P 2008 Phys Rev Lett 100:242001[5℄ Krohn D, Thaler J, Wang L T 2010 J High Energy Phys 1002:084[6℄ Ellis S D, Vermilion C K and Walsh J R 2010 Phys Rev D 81:094023[7℄ Colehia F 2013 J Phys: Conf Ser 410 012028[8℄ Colehia F 2012 J Phys: Conf Ser 368 012031[9℄ Geman S and Geman D 1984 IEEE T. Pattern Anal. 6 721[10℄ Dempster A P, Laird N M and Rubin D B 1977 J. Roy. Statist. So. Ser. B 39(1):1-38[11℄ Rubin D B 1987 �Multiple Imputation for Nonresponse in Surveys�, J. Wiley & Sons, New York[12℄ Tanner M A and Wong W H 1987 J. Amer. Statistial Asso. 82 (398):528-540
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